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About This Game
An unexpected storm has left you shipwrecked on a mysterious and remote private island. Seek & find cleverly hidden objects
and solve puzzles to find a way off the island! Find over 2100 hidden objects in 25 intriguing and mysterious locations to find
items that will help you escape!
Play 5 different types of mini-game puzzles to collect inventory items from each location that will be needed to help you escape
the remote Rosecliff Island. Play 3 different game modes: Escape the Island, Unlimited Seek & Find, and a Mystery Bonus
Game.
Find over 2100 cleverly hidden objects.
Explore 25 mysterious island locations to find a way off.
Three fun game modes: Escape Mode, Unlimited Seek & Find, & a Mystery Bonus Game.
Play 5 unique mini-games: Match 3, Word Search, Puzzle Rotation, Memory Match, Jigsaw plus a unique final puzzle.
Locate all the hidden locks to reveal two bonus games.
Go for a Perfect Search & back-to-back speed bonuses to beat your high score.
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I am using Win 10 Pro and this game works fine, all you need to do is lower the screen res' to 1024x768x32 (ON YOUR
MONITOR) then run the game and then tweak until you find the maximum OPTIMISED screen res - the game itself will tell
you what is not optimised.
The hit detection values are woefully inaccurate for the weapons and this proves to be part challenging and very frustrating; the
campaign itself is a little short however, this makes it a great FPS for first timers. I hope the developers will make further
instalments featuring the Royal Marines Commandos as they are an amazing fighting unit that do not feature enough of their
rich history of combat warfare!. Cute physic puzzle game with great graphics. The puzzles are the "right" dificulty level. The
game is short-ish but good.. I played this game for 35+ on the Switch, and i'm proudly saying...

Leah best girl.. It's a reasonably fun diversion, but there are a few things that make it so that I can't recommend it. First and
foremost being that it's not too hard to find puzzles of a similar ilk online for free -- and often with better interfaces. (Just
compare the Link-a-Pix in the game to the same found on Conceptis's own website.) The second problem is that some of the
games aren't really puzzles per se... showing the user a picture and asking them to memorize it for three questions isn't a puzzle,
it's just a memory test. It's not a puzzle unless one has to puzzle something out. Memorization is just an irritation. There's also a
staggering difference in apparent audience between puzzles; the Codeword puzzle is clearly meant for advanced puzzlers, while
Silhouette is obviously set for the grade school crowd, but they're all mixed in together.
Finally, though it's a minor element, it bothers me quite a bit that the Equate "puzzles" don't follow the proper order of
operations. The only thing worse than a puzzle that's stupidly simple is one that's only challenging because the desired answer is
actually wrong.. if i had to say why this game is so good i would only say one thing
a more fleshed out dungeon keeper
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I do not like leather face I really dont
Pros:
A new charecter:
yay more charecters, this game needs more charecters.
Unique:
There are not any charecters like leather face, I really apreciat that.
Cons
Leatherface:
WHY DO YOU ADD LEATHERFACE IN? Searosly! You could add other people in, like people from Mortal Kombat, I want
Kabal and Rain and Baraka and Stryker and Jade and Nightwolf and Syndel and all the charecters from MK9 that did not make
the cut.
Bad:
A am really bad as Leatherface, it is really frustrating to play as him for me. What I mean by this is that I do not enjoy the way
he plays.. The scale of this game..
Also, get the glactic armory mod. a promising intro that took me back to my C64 gaming days was quickly crushed with the
poor controls, choppy performance (sure, give me a retro game, but at least make it playable) - a totally pointless nostalgia cashin... for a minute there I thought this would be a step back in time to a simpler gaming time... instead we get poorly
implemented, imprecise chopiness... avoid.. Recording software that allows you to customize overlays, which audio
input(s)/outputs you record, has many encoding options and records HD with no slowdown/FPS drop even on an older dual core
processor.
However, to me the best feature is the 10 second recording buffer; you can set it to constantly record and only when you hit the
hotkey you setup does it dump the last 10 seconds (edit: this is configurable so it can be up to 5 minutes) of video into a file. So,
you don't have to maintain massive files and cut them down to the funny parts, just hit the record key after something neat
happens and blam there you go you got the last 10 seconds of video saved.
It is easy to use, intuitive, and once you setup the options how you like them you don't have to fuss with it just load it up before
you play a game that you'd want to record and you're all set.
Note: this can work just as well for non-games and recording your desktop/all windows for instructional/tutorial purposes
edit: updated wording about audio inputs and recording them. This game is the best game of all time 10\/10. I sent a super hot
chick this game and now we marry thx herding dog. Great Game !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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